RESEARCHING THE BEGINNINGS OF BILINGUAL POLISH-ENGLISH / ENGLISH-POLISH LEXICOGRAPHY: POLYGLOT DICTIONARIES (PART 1)*
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Abstract

This paper aims to provide a survey of the early polyglot dictionaries which paired Polish with English, based on the premise that the polyglots can be considered as predecessors of bilingual dictionaries proper. Following this rationale, the authoress examines chronologically the first three of the multilingual endeavours: Ambrogio Calepino’s *Dictionarium undecim linguarum* … (1590), Hieronymus Megiser’s *Thesaurus polyglottus: vel, dictionarium multilingue* … (1603), and Georg Henisch’s *Teütsche Sprach und Weissheit. Thesaurus linguæ and sapientiae Germanæ* … (1616). The focus is primarily on the linguistic material of the polyglots, but the assumed aims and readership are also tackled briefly. As bilingual wordbooks have traditionally catered to the needs of users of one or both of the respective languages, the polyglot dictionaries are additionally looked at from the perspective of Polish-English language contact in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries.

1. Introduction

The history of bilingual dictionaries comprising Polish and English as either source or target languages goes back to 1788, when the first Polish-English vocabulary

---

* I am indebted to Professor Gabriele Stein for her valuable suggestions concerning the analysis of polyglot dictionaries. A one-week fellowship from the Cordell Collection of Dictionaries at Terre Haute, Indiana State University, which I gratefully acknowledge, provided me with access to the Collection’s rich holdings. My thanks go to the Curator of the Collection, Dr. David
appeared as part of Julian Antonowicz’s *Grammatyka dla Polaków …*; but the very beginnings of Polish-English / English-Polish lexicography can be dated as early as the sixteenth century. More exactly, Ambrogio Calepino’s *Dictionarium decem linguarum …* (1585) paired Latin headwords with nine European languages, including Polish and English, and the ensuing edition, *Dictionarium undecim linguarum …* (1590), covered as many as eleven tongues. In the course of time, four further polyglot dictionaries were published that recorded Polish and English wordlists side by side.

The present paper, which complements a larger project in the history of Polish-English / English-Polish lexicography (1788–1945), aims to describe the early beginnings of this bilingual lexicographic tradition. In an attempt to contribute to what has unexpectedly grown into a vast, though largely untapped, research area (see Podhajecka 2013 for an introduction), I will examine the first three polyglot dictionaries that admitted Polish and English wordlists, discussing at some length their structure and contents. Whenever possible, the envisaged purposes and target users will also be commented upon. In this way, the paper offers some insight into the three Renaissance polyglots which, as has been assumed, can be treated successfully as historical predecessors of bilingual Polish-English / English-Polish dictionaries.

2. Polyglots with Polish and English wordlists

Up to the close of the eighteenth century, the dictionaries which paired Polish and English wordlists were few and far between: Piotrowski (2001: 183–184) speaks of four polyglots and Gruszczyński (2011: 66) adds another one to close the list. All of them have been investigated, in some cases extensively, in the literature (see e.g. Kaltz 1985; Adelung 1815; Stachowski 1969; Zwoliński 1981; Stein 1985a, b; Wendland 1992; Pręgoda 1996; Mańczak-Wohlfeld 2001; Pręgoda, Woronczak 2002; Ostromęcka-Frączak 2005). Still, as none of the researchers thus far has focused specifically on...
the contrastive Polish-English material the dictionaries embraced, this paper is a modest attempt to fill the gap.

The polyglot dictionaries, followed by the dates of subsequent editions, have been listed chronologically below. For the sake of contemporary readers, the Latinate proper names have been additionally recreated in a modernized form.


In the following section, I will provide a brief outline of Polish-English language contact throughout the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, before going on to look more closely at the first three polyglot dictionaries. It should be explained that, of the two Calepino’s versions displayed above, only one is subject to analysis, inasmuch as the Polish and English wordlists in all the ten- and eleven-language editions are the same.5

3. Polish-English language contact (16th–18th centuries)

It goes without saying that bilingual resources are created to serve the needs of speakers of one or both of the languages involved. It is therefore important to ask whether the Polish-English wordlists of the polyglot dictionaries were aimed at Poles interested in learning English or, by contrast, the English wishing to learn Polish. Judging by the contemporary preponderance of the English language in Poland, one would be tempted to think that Poles were the envisaged target audience, but English as a foreign language was not popular in Poland in the past, nor was

---

4 In English sources, one can also find references to Calepin (e.g. Chalmers 1813: 65) and Calepine (e.g. Hayashi 1978: 15–19).

5 There are, however, tiny differences in spelling and punctuation which change from edition to edition (for a comparative sample, see Podhajecka forthcoming a).
Britain a regular destination place. Despite the fact that European peregrinations, from the mid-eighteenth century onwards called Grand Tour, were traditionally undertaken by members of Polish nobility, relatively few Poles studied at English universities or travelled across the island of Britain to gain some practical knowledge of the country, its culture, and language (see e.g. Dąbrowski 1962; Barycz 1969).

Contrary to expectations, the traffic between Poland and Britain was quite substantial and, even more astonishingly, it was mostly one way: from Britain to Poland. This results from the fact that the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries witnessed extensive immigration of English, Scottish, and, to a lesser extent, Irish people who decided to settle on Polish soil. Among them, as Krawczyk (2002: 254) points out, were “merchants and artisans, soldiers, religious and political emigrants, professors of academies, of Jesuit colleges and of Protestant schools, students and pupils of various schools, diplomats and travellers, as well as poets and itinerant actors”. Even though reasons for the influx of British immigrants must have been multifarious, many – both Protestants and Catholics – left their native land plagued by religious wars for fear of persecution, whereas others arrived in the hope of improving their economic situation and social status. The existing of family links and assistance offered by the settled immigrants were often sufficient incentives; needless to say, once the migration route was established, other immigrants followed.

The British newcomers contributed to the culturally diverse Polish society which comprised Germans, Ruthenians, Lithuanians, Jews, Balts, Armenians, Tatars, and several other ethnic communities to whom Poland became a land of opportunities (Bajer 2012: 65). In fact, it should not be surprising, inasmuch as the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth in the sixteenth century was one of the largest and most powerful kingdoms of Europe, experiencing a period of growth and prosperity. As the social structure was composed mainly of nobility and peasantry, the lack of middle class in it meant that the immigrants could profitably engage in commerce, craft, or warfare. Moreover, religious tolerance, as well as the right to trade freely, purchase land, hold offices, and acquire burgher status made their life conditions relatively favourable (Bajer 2012: 74–75).

---

6 As Pinnavaia (2013: 128) puts it, “the Grand Tour was considered a very important educational experience, especially for the younger members of ranking society. Young people could acquire the skills of observation and analysis on such travels, building up the intrepidity and initiative essential for a successful future career.”.

7 According to Bajer (2012: 341), other factors were also decisive, including unkind climate, shortage of fertile land, strict rules of inheritance, and restrictions on who might achieve the status of a burgher or join a guild.

8 As observed by Bajer (2012: 64), in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, participation in trade was seen as degrading for noblemen, so members of the upper classes were prohibited from trade under penalty of losing their status. This made the commercial sector underdeveloped compared to other countries.

9 In January 1573, a committee of the Polish Sejm drew up the “Confederation of Warsaw” – a landmark in the history of Poland – which guaranteed religious liberty to all inhabitants, including members of the most radical sects (Rosenthal 1966: 77–78).

10 Despite this, due to their activity and ubiquity, the British often faced resentment and even open hostility from the host community.
What do we know, then, about the communication between the British settlers and Polish speakers? Despite a vast number of both historical records and academic works describing British experiences in Poland, the purely linguistic aspect of the cultural contact has not been elaborated on. Nevertheless, three facts can be established more or less reliably. Firstly, a predominant majority of the immigrants did not have any working knowledge of Polish, but spoke some other languages, notably Latin. Daniel Defoe reported, in the early eighteenth century, that “A man, who can speak Latin, may travel from one end of Poland to another as familiarly as if he was born in the country” (cited in Bajer 2012: 67). German was also resorted to, because even uneducated Poles often had some grasp of it, and Polish-German bilingualism was not, in fact, uncommon. Secondly, the inevitable language barrier was overcome by writing down “some words necessary for askeing the way, victuals, and such like” (Gordon 1859: 8). It is evident that English-Polish wordlists must have been most effective in this respect, but Latin-Polish or German-Polish glossaries and phrase-books could also do the job. Thirdly, inventiveness and serendipity came into play. Patrick Gordon, for instance, noted in his diary that he had often travelled in the company of other people, some of whom had acted as interpreters (Gordon 1859: 9–11).

One would anticipate that, for one reason or another, the British immigrants went to great lengths to communicate with the inhabitants of their new homeland. Even though many of them lived in close-knit (and, for the most part, self-contained) ethnic communities organized into guild-like associations called brotherhoods, which represented and protected their commercial interests, at least some of the newcomers were eventually integrated into the Polish society. The so-called Green Book of the Scottish Brotherhood at Lublin illustrates three distinct stages in the history of the brotherhood: the first part of the book is written in English, in the middle one English and Polish are used side by side, whereas the last part is in Polish only (cf. Benedyktovicz 1959: 128). The book is tangible evidence which indicates that, despite efforts taken by the Scots to maintain their national identity and language, assimilation was inevitable in the long run.

Looking back at the remote past provokes a number of pertinent questions which are difficult, not to say impossible, to answer. To what extent did the British and

---

11 For the literature in English, see e.g. Steuart (1915), Biegańska (2001), Krawczyk (2002), Bajer (2010), Worthington (2012).
12 Manuscript English-Polish wordlists might have been compiled for private use, but they never appeared in print. On the other hand, self-study handbooks with Latin and/or German circulated widely; Wokabularz rozmaitych i potrzebnych sentencji, polskim i niemieckim młodzieńcom na pożytek teraz zebrany … (1580), with many later imprints, can serve as a good example.
13 Patrick Gordon (1635–1699), a Scottish soldier of fortune in the Swedish, Polish, and Russian armies, was later to become a general and friend to Tsar Peter the Great. For an outline of Gordon’s diary in Polish, see Krawczyk (2010).
14 Beatrice Baskerville (cited in Steuart 1915: 109) provides inaccurate information that the mid-part of the Green Book was written in English and German. In doing so, she asks an intriguing (though largely rhetorical) question: “Did the ‘Scottish Gentlemen’ forget English, or did they write in Polish just because many Poles and Germans had joined them?”
15 My sincere thanks go to Professor Antoni Krawczyk for his helpful remarks in this respect (email of 20 March 2013).
Polish speakers engage in communication? How did they acquire and transmit information? How did they solve linguistic problems? Did they seek the assistance of dictionaries in doing so? The last question, in particular, appears essential for this lexicographic study. Regrettably, as factors underlying dictionary use (see e.g. Hartmann 2001: 80–83) are of little relevance for research carried out from the historical perspective, one can only speculate about the linguistic nature of British-Polish encounters and any use of dictionaries they might have involved.

In what follows, I will examine the first three of the polyglot dictionaries which paired Polish and English wordlists, trying to establish whether or not they could have been used to facilitate direct communication.

4. Examination of the polyglot dictionaries

4.1. Ambrogio Calepino’s *Dictionarium undecim linguarum* … (1590)

Hardly in need of an introduction is the first polyglot dictionary in my list, Calepino’s *Dictionarium undecim linguarum* … (1590). It is one in a long line of dictionaries whose appearance was closely related to the Renaissance revival of the literature of ancient Greece and Rome. The most representative language of the antiquity was classical Latin, which in due course became the official Renaissance language of education and scholarship. Therefore, like many other educational resources of the day, Calepino’s dictionary, often referred to briefly as Calepino, addressed people aspiring to enter the world of Latin learning, because “the learned man could not be better distinguished from the unlearned than by his ability to speak Latin” (Watson 1908: 5).

In contrast to a number of dictionaries available in sixteenth-century Europe, Calepino offered an exceptionally rich repertoire of the Latin vocabulary. Its scholarly focus was reflected, on the one hand, in a careful selection of learned words and, on the other one, in their more thorough and methodical lexicographic treatment (Stein 1989b: 93). It should not be surprising that, with such unique features, Calepino became one of the most frequently printed dictionaries; between 1502 and 1779, as many as 211 editions appeared all over Europe. This is all the more impressive that, as Hanks (2013: 512) notes, the end of the Renaissance marked a slow decline of Latin as a *lingua franca* and a growth of interest in national vernaculars.

---

16 The original title reads as follows: *Ambrosii Calepini Dictionarium vndecim lingvarvm, iam postremo: accurata emendiatione, at que infinitorum locorum augmentatione, collectis ex bonorvm avtorum monumentis, certis & expressis syllabarum quantitatis notis, omniumque; vocabum significationibus, flosculis, loquendi formis, proverbialibus sententiis, caeterisque; ad Latini sermonis proprietatem, elegantiam, & copiam pertinentibus rebus, quanta máxima fide ac diligentia fieri potuit, ita exornatum, ut non prodierit*. Respondent autem Latinis vocabulis, Hebraica, Graeca, Gallica, Italice, Germanica, Belgica, Hispanica, Polonica, Ungarica, Anglica. *Onomasticum, verò: hoc est, Propriorvm nominvm, regionvm, gentivm … Basileae.*

17 Only Hadrianus Junius’ *Nomenclator omnium rerum propria nomina* … (1567) matched Calepino’s status as an erudite undertaking (Hüllen 1999: 353–360).

18 The list of the 211 editions of Calepino has been traced by Labarre (1975).
All Calepino’s editions have been ultimately based on a monolingual Latin dictionary with occasional Greek glosses compiled by Ambrogio Calepino (c. 1440–1510), an Augustinian friar, and published in 1502 at Reggio (Italy). After Calepino’s death, the dictionary became public property, available to all to republish. Unsurprisingly, having been revised, corrected and significantly expanded, it was later reissued by different publishers. At the same time, it lost its monolingual status, inasmuch as foreign vernaculars were added to it: Greek, German, Flemish, and French were introduced in 1545; Italian in 1545–6; Spanish in 1559; Hebrew in 1570; Polish, Hungarian, and English in 1585; whereas Portuguese and Japanese in 1595. The inclusion of up to ten vernacular wordlists made the dictionary attractive to a broad international audience; suffice it to say that, despite its hefty price, it apparently sold well.

As already emphasised, the first Calepino which paired Polish and English equivalents was the ten-language edition, *Dictionarium decem linguarum* …, published in 1585 in Lyon. It was followed by the subsequent editions of 1586, 1587, 1588, 1598 (Lyon), as well as 1594 (Geneva). The enlarged eleven-language edition, *Dictionarium undecim linguarum* …, came out in 1590 in Basel under the editorship of Sebastian Henricpetri. Its sister editions, which appeared at the same publishing house, were launched onto the market in 1598, 1605, 1616, and 1627. The main difference between the ten- and eleven-language editions is that, in addition to Latin, Hebrew, Greek, French, Italian, German, Spanish, Polish, Hungarian, and English, the latter included Flemish (Dutch) called “Belgica”. Interestingly, the dictionaries were usually published as single or double volumes, but some appeared as a set of three volumes.

It is the original edition of Basel, *Dictionarium undecim linguarum* … (1590), which is under analysis here. With nearly 2,000 pages, printed on handsome hand-made paper, the single-volume dictionary is a truly *magnus opus*. In technical terms, it is an octavo edition, in practice being of the folio size (23 cm × 35 cm). The front matter consists of a preface in Latin, whereas the back matter comprises Conrad Gesner’s *Onomasticon propriorum nominum primum* …, a collection of proper names in 316 pages. The dictionary’s macrostructure encompasses around 30,000 Latin lemmas in 1,655 pages. Placed in two columns on each page, they are arranged alphabetically, but the alphabetization has been restricted to the first three letters of the alphabet. This type of ordering means that a particular lemma had to be looked for in various parts of the letter section (cf. *adjungo, adjunctio, adjunctor; frigus, frigeo, frigesco, frigefacio; mitis, mitesco, mitigo, mitigatio; seco, sectus, secamentum; zea, zelus, zelotypia, zelotypus, etc.*), so it should be referred to more properly as semi-alphabetical. All the

19 The last edition, a trilingual Latin-Portuguese-Japanese dictionary, was printed in Japan by the Jesuit mission press. It was aimed at Japanese students studying at Jesuit colleges, which were established in order to train a local clergy or, more generally, in order for Christianity to take root in Japan (for a more detailed account, see e.g. Kishimoto 2005).

20 That *Dictionarium undecim linguarum* … appeared for the first time in 1574, as claimed by Stankiewicz (1984: 47), has not been supported by evidence. It should be noted that Stankiewicz took that information from Estreicher’s bibliographic entry, which, in turn, had been based on the Lwów catalogue compiled by Kajetan Jabłoński (cf. Estreicher 1896: 16).
lemmas are given an upper-case initial; this would become a common lexicographic practice up to the early twentieth century.

Speaking of the microstructure, the dictionary entry starts with the Latin lemma, followed by some grammatical information and a definition (or, alternatively, a string of synonyms) in Latin. The next elements are foreign equivalents included in square brackets, of which the last three are Polish, Hungarian, and English. The first word in the foreign glosses is always capitalized, but the vernaculars are abbreviated fairly inconsistently: Pol., Polo., Polon., and Polonice indicate glosses of Polish origin, whereas An., Ang., and Angl. stand for English. The glosses are the only component of the entry printed in italics, which must have made them easy to look up. What follows are extracts from classical literature, particularly the works of renowned authors, which illustrate the meanings and usage of the Latin lemma. The sample entry below, for example, records citations from Virgil’s Aeneid and Cicero’s De natura deorum.

Figure 1. A sample entry from Calepino’s 1590 edition (see p. 90 for the source)

In all Calepino’s multilingual editions Latin was invariably the source language. With such a unidirectional design, the vernacular equivalents could only be accessed via the Latin headwords, so their use was confined to receptive tasks only. In other words, the equivalents enabled the users to translate Latin texts into their native tongues, but not the other way round. A productive use would have required a vernacular-Latin macrostructure or at least an index of the vernacular equivalents.

---

21 In Renaissance polyglots, as argued by Hüllen (1999: 109), the order of the vernaculars admitted was implicitly suggestive of their significance: the most prominent tongue always came first (or was arranged leftmost), whereas the least significant one came last (or was arranged rightmost). Seen from this angle, Polish, Hungarian, and English were Calepino’s least prestigious languages.

22 Occasionally, the foreign gloss is not given any label, and wrongly marked equivalents can also be found (e.g. the English gloss for chiromantia is labelled Vng., i.e. Hungarian).

23 The terms “source language” and “target language” are not fully suitable for research on polyglot dictionaries, because the vernaculars arranged in parallel columns could often serve both as source and target languages. However, as the Latin lemma in Calepino is followed by foreign items ordered linearly, Latin can be safely treated as the source language, whereas the foreign equivalents all share the status of target languages.
With regard to lexicographic conventions, the most conspicuous difference between the Polish and English wordlists concerns verbs. More exactly, while the Polish canonical verb form is recorded in the first person singular (e.g. abedo ‘wijdam, ziadam’), which is clearly a legacy of Latin lexicography, English verbs are provided in the infinitive (e.g. abedo ‘to eat up all’). Since Latin lemmas take the first person singular form, it is puzzling why some of them (e.g. badizare, deruncinare, or sebare) have been entered in the infinitive. Interestingly, in such cases, the Polish verbs are likewise recorded in the infinitive (badizare ‘poskakuiac biezec’, deruncinare ‘rozsziekac, rozetrzezc’, sebare ‘loiem ocziegacz’).

What is worth mentioning at this juncture is that a proportion of the Polish and English lexical items are single-word equivalents, but syntactic structures (i.e. phrases and clauses) are equally numerous. For reasons of consistency, throughout this paper all items representing the Polish and English wordlists, regardless of the type of internal structure they exhibit, have been called interchangeably equivalents or glosses. Upon closer examination, Calepino’s glosses turned out to be less innovative than might be expected, but, due to a high level of complexity in tracing their lineage, this aspect requires further research. Preliminary findings on the origin of the Polish and English wordlists can be found in Podhajecka (forthcoming a).

Both wordlists include some idiosyncratic word-forms such as Pol. iečzinieniem (for jęczmieniem), oiczouiski (for ojcowiski), othwarti (for otwarty), zburzeme (for zburzenie); or Eng. ani ting (for anything), gaveth (for gave), hartles (for heartless), o noynted (for anointed), etc. The basic question is whether they can be accounted for by the unsettled state of Middle Polish and Early Modern English orthography respectively, or whether one should treat them as typographical errors. In fact, both cases need to be taken into account. On the one hand, some of the spelling variants are indeed represented in historical materials, as demonstrated by LEME or the OED for English,24 and Słownik polszczyzny XVI wieku (1966–) for Polish.25 On the other hand, many word-forms are clearly wrong; the best educated guess is that the errors derive from the printers’ partly illegible manuscripts or messy copies.

Speaking about Calepino’s Polish wordlist, of the entire inventory of Middle Polish diacritics, only ł is claimed to have been introduced into print (Oesterreicher 1927: 469). As no suitable character must have been available at the printing offices of Lyon, Geneva, and Basel, a single prime came to substitute the diacritic, e.g. chal’upinka (Lat. gurgustium), dol’uman (Lat. chimastrum), l’aznia (Lat. balineum / balneum), or miel’y (Lat. charopus). Apart from that, the so-called light á has been occasionally marked, as in náczinie (Lat. guttulus) or máiáca (Lat. zea), and one

---

24 LEME is an historical database of monolingual, bilingual, and multilingual lexical and lexicographical resources for English (ca. 1400–1702) edited by Ian Lancashire, a Toronto-based specialist in Renaissance literature and lexicography. The OED, now in its third edition published under the editorship of John Simpson (from 1 November 2013, Michael Proffitt), has been the most exhaustive historical dictionary of English, covering lexical material from the Anglo-Saxon times to the present day.

25 Słownik polszczyzny XVI wieku (1966–), an impressive 35-volume period dictionary of Polish, has been richly documented with citations from sixteenth-century printed and manuscript sources.
will also find traces of other Polish diacritics such as ą, as in dáb (Lat. quercus), kákol (Lat. zizania), or tiszíaćem (Lat. chiliarchus), or ć, as in bieszecz’ (Lat. badizare), 
niestidliwosc’ (Lat. inverecundia), or t’lustosc’ (Lat. vnctum). On the whole, however, the use of the diacritics is inconsistent and, unsurprisingly, erroneous at

times, e.g. báwel’na’ (Lat. xylinum), gl’anc (Lat. emico), l’smienie (Lat. nitens / nitor), 
nalzeams’ie (Lat. horreo), or stras'l’wie (Lat. harrisonus). A sample of Calepino’s

Polish and English glosses has been displayed in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin headword</th>
<th>Polish gloss</th>
<th>English gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjutor</td>
<td>Pomocznik</td>
<td>A helper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balbutio</td>
<td>Zaiakam zie, zaczinam sie wmowie, begloce</td>
<td>To fafle, stummer or stutter in speaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelys</td>
<td>Lutnia, szłymak, zabiarka</td>
<td>A tortois or snake, a lute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eminens</td>
<td>Ten ktori nad insze wzrosł</td>
<td>High, excellent, that sheweth the self above others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurges</td>
<td>G'ebokos w wodach, krag w’ wodzie</td>
<td>A gulfe, a great pitt and swamp allow in a riuier where the water is swallowed vp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guttulus</td>
<td>Naczinie male zcziasnim nossem, nalieweka</td>
<td>An eawer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucifer</td>
<td>Iutrenka</td>
<td>The day starre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupanar</td>
<td>Zamtuz</td>
<td>A brothels house, the common-stewes of laundrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misereor</td>
<td>Lutoscz mam, zal mam</td>
<td>To haue pitie or compaßion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muria</td>
<td>Bigos zribi</td>
<td>A salte licour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musicus</td>
<td>Muzik, spiewak</td>
<td>Belonging to musick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustum</td>
<td>Mosze</td>
<td>New wyne, or any drink that is new and fresh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origanum</td>
<td>Czyrwona leblotka</td>
<td>[no equivalent]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patesco</td>
<td>Otwieran sie</td>
<td>To waxe patent or open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relego</td>
<td>Precz oddaliam, odkazuie zziemie</td>
<td>To send away, to banish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vngulla</td>
<td>Kopyto</td>
<td>The hoofe of a beast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vnguen</td>
<td>Masc wszelyaka</td>
<td>Any fatt thing to anoyn an other thing, oynctment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelotypus</td>
<td>Zazdrostiwi, zawisni, wmielosci</td>
<td>That is gelous</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A sample of Calepino’s Polish and English wordlists
Based on the above sample, it is possible to briefly characterise the compilers’ strategies of explaining meaning. Sometimes only single words or phrases are provided as translation equivalents (adjutor ‘pomocznik’ / ‘a helper’; vngulla ‘kopyto’ / ‘the hoof of a beast’). By contrast, a proportion of the glosses are based on the concept of synonymy, that is, they include a string of Polish and/or English near-synonyms, apparently to provide the user with a range of equivalents to choose from (relego ‘precz oddaliam, odkazuie zziemie’ / ‘to send away, to banish’). Still, what seem to be near-synonyms are often lexical items explaining different meanings or senses of the Latin headword (lucerna ‘lutnia, szlymak, zabiaarka’ / ‘a torteis or snake, a lute’).

In other cases, the compilers employed hyperonyms accompanied by various differentiating devices, without which the user might have faced comprehension problems. For instance, the Polish gloss for Lat. guttulus is made up of the noun naczinie (literally, vessel) particularised by the adjective male (literally, small) and the prepositional phrase zcziasnim nosem (literally, with a thin nose). The information that the Polish user received was clear-cut: only a vessel of specific shape and size should be called guttulus (hence, nałiweczka). Taking Lat. vnguen as an example, the English gloss ‘any fatt thing to anoynt an other thing’ makes it clear that the lemma denoted more than ointment for strictly medicinal or religious use. A subordinate clause, which is used mostly for explaining nouns and adjectives, is one subtype of differentiating device (eminens ‘ten ktori nad insze wzrosl’ / ‘high, excellent, that sheweth the self above others’).

As shown by Zgusta (1984: 147–150), translation equivalents in bilingual dictionaries take many different shapes, single-word equivalents and explanatory paraphrases being two extremes of a continuum. From this perspective, Calepino’s glosses do not diverge much from the present models. Nevertheless, one might anticipate that the equivalents, expressed with different linguistic and stylistic means, resulted at best in partial correspondence, of which some cases were more acceptable than others (cf. muria ‘bigos zribi’ (literally, a stew of fish) / ‘a salte licour’). A closer look at the sample above prompts a question whether we should speak of equivalence between the Polish and English glosses. This, however, is a research problem which cannot be established without a fully-fledged comparative analysis. It will be given due attention in another paper.

The size of Calepino, indicative of its rich lexicographic information, was no doubt a disadvantage for those who would have liked to consult it for daily cross-linguistic problems. The dictionary was a huge, cumbersome, and, at the same time, expensive volume, so it is unlikely to have been used by those of the British immigrants in Poland who were not educated enough and/or who did not fare too well. It is particularly true of peddlers, i.e. travelling salesmen wandering across the country to sell their merchandise, who might have only carried booklets in their pockets. Obviously, Calepino could have been of some use to the learned English and Scottish people in Poland,26 but they no doubt preferred to communicate in Latin.

26 Among the immigrants there were a number of learned men, such as James English, Alexander Forsythe or John Paterson, to mention just a few (Biegańska 2001: 5).
4.2. Hieronymus Megiser’s *Thesaurus polyglottus vel, dictionarium multilingue* … (1603)

This dictionary, issued under the following title: *Thesaurus polyglottus vel, dictionarium multilingue ex quadvringentis circiter tam veteris, quam (vel potius antiquis incogniti) orbis nationum linguis, dialectis, idiomaticus et idiotismis constans, … in gratiam studiosae juventutis* (1603), was compiled by Hieronymus Megiser (c. 1554–1618), a German linguist, tutor, lexicographer, and historian. Born at Stuttgart, Megiser had studied classical languages at Tübingen before taking up law at Padua. Prędota (1996: 251) notes that *Thesaurus polyglottus* was not the first lexicographic endeavour by Megiser, who had earlier published two other polyglot dictionaries: *Dictionarium quatorum linguarum* … (1592), comprising Latin, German, Slovene, and Italian wordlists, as well as a multilingual collection of proverbs, *Paroemiologia polyglottos* … (1592). He also wrote grammatical works, including a grammar of Turkish, and was a “tireless translator” of travel books, like those by Marco Polo (Lach, van Kley 1993: 518).

The dictionary under analysis is the fruit of Megiser’s interest in linguistic diversity. Sixteenth-century scholars became increasingly aware of the existence of living languages whose phonological, grammatical, and lexical structures differed markedly from those of any previously known tongues, so attempts were undertaken to identify, group, and list them (Lach 1977b: 516). Such endeavours were usually limited to European vernaculars, but Megiser undertook to compile a dictionary of the world’s languages. For this purpose, he collected equivalents for Latin lemmas from a wide array of languages, which he grouped into nine main families, namely “Hebraica, Graeca, Latina, Germanica, Sclavonica, Evropeae, Asiaticae, Africanea, America, vel India occidentalis”. In this way, the polyglot dictionary became an innovative “linguistic atlas”, which included Asian, African, and American tongues the Western world was not yet acquainted with. That they were in fact rarely provided with examples did little to overshadow Megiser’s achievement.

On the other hand, *Thesaurus polyglottus* inevitably reflected linguistic knowledge typical of its times. For instance, the languages of the New World were identified with the tongues of insular South-East Asia and Japan; “Lithuanica” (i.e. Lithuanian) and “Prussica” (i.e. Prussian) were regarded as Slavic, despite both of them having been Baltic languages; and “fictitia Zingarorum” (i.e. thieves’ argot called Rotwelsch) was treated on a par with such fully-fledged Germanic languages as English, German, or Danish.

The number of tongues claimed to have been documented is 445, but this figure is misleading, inasmuch as it embraces both languages and dialects, of which more than fifty were listed for Greek alone (Considine 2008: 292). What is more, the equivalents were not recorded systematically. For instance, Lat. *orca* was paired with English, but of all the Slavic languages, the lexicographer admitted only the Bohemian word for it.

---


28 For the earliest European attempts to list and classify the world’s languages, see Lach (1977b: 509–518).
Megiser does not explain where his impressive collection of data comes from. Obviously, he was himself a polyglot speaking Latin, Greek, German, Dutch, Slovene, Turkish, and, perhaps to a lesser extent, some other European languages, but there is no proof for his sound knowledge of the multitude of tongues that *Thesaurus polyglottus* encompasses. He must have therefore relied on various textual sources (e.g. travel narratives) and dictionaries from which he excerpted foreign equivalents. It has been established that the English and German wordlists were borrowed from Calepino (Stein 1985b: 144), and so was the Polish one (Kędel-ska 1995: 25), the Serbo-Croatian wordlist having been based on Vrančić’s *Diction-arium quinque nobilissimarum Europae linguarum* … (1595) (Stachowski 1969: 10). As to the geographically more remote tongues, there is evidence from peculiarities of spelling that Megiser took equivalents for Asian languages, like Malayan and Javanese, from Pigafetta’s list.29 Chinese and Japanese glosses came from Jesuit letter-books, whereas Asian names of spices were apparently derived from Orta’s work (Lach 1977b: 517).30 The sources of many of the other vernaculars, as it seems, still remain to be uncovered.

The dictionary, in two octavo volumes, covers 1,583 pages, of which volume one takes 832 pages, and volume 2 has 751 pages. The front matter of the first volume embraces a letter of dedication, an advertisement to the reader, tables of language families referred to, abbreviations of the vernaculars, and a few laudatory verses. What follows is the dictionary proper with Latin lemmas arranged alphabetically from *A* to *zygaena*. Looking at the sheer size – nearly 1,600 pages – we would expect a dictionary comparable in comprehensiveness to Calepino. However, with approximately 8,000–8,500 entries (Stabéj cited in Prędota 1996: 254), *Thesaurus polyglottus* is less extensive than Calepino, whose lexical coverage has been estimated at 30,000 entries.

There are also some qualitative differences between the two dictionaries. Firstly, in contrast to Calepino, Megiser’s microstructure consists of the Latin lemma and foreign equivalents only. Secondly, while Calepino’s entries are arranged in two columns, the foreign equivalents being listed in a linear order, Megiser’s page is divided into three columns, and the equivalents are listed vertically, that is, each equivalent is entered in a single line. Thirdly, contrary to Calepino, the first word in the gloss usually begins with a lower-case letter, although this principle is not applied fully consistently. Lastly, English has been pushed to the front of the list, which is the consequence of grouping together genetically-related vernaculars, of which Megiser’s branch of Germanic languages comes before Slavic ones.

29 Antonio Pigafetta (ca. 1491–ca. 1534), an Italian nobleman and explorer, participated in Magell-an’s expedition to circumnavigate the globe. While travelling, Pigafetta collected rich data on the climate, fauna and flora, and the inhabitants of the places visited.

30 Garcia de Orta (ca. 1535–1570) was a Portuguese physician and humanist of Jewish origin. Having received education in Spain, he briefly practised medicine in Portugal before leav-ing for Portuguese India, where he spent the rest of his life. *Colóquios dos simples e drogas he cousas medicinais da India*, published at Goa in 1563, is a rich source of information on Eastern botany, medicinals, and spices (Lach 1977a: 192–193).
Despite the general validity of the lexicographer’s approach, the arrangement of equivalents is one of the dictionary’s weaknesses. The reason is that the Latin lemmas are paired with equivalents from a varying number of languages, and the configurations changing from entry to entry make the search for translation equivalents quite unpredictable. Moreover, one can come across entries in which the glosses have been ordered in an entirely haphazard manner. For example, the English equivalent of Lat. *mustella fluviatilis* comes last, following the Polish term. In other cases, like Lat. *mutatus*, *putorius*, or *tempero*, the English equivalent directly precedes the Polish one. Still, Megiser’s collection of equivalents was arguably to be compared within a single entry rather than across entries.

While many Polish glosses in Megiser’s dictionary are difficult to decipher (cf. Calepino’s *gl’ebokosc w wodach, krag w’ wodzie* / Megiser’s *gl’ebo koscw wodach* for Lat. *gurges*), the quality of English orthography seems more adequate. This suggests that the printer of Megiser’s dictionary might have had some, however imperfect, grasp of the English language, but whether he knew Polish is rather doubtful. Below are shown a handful of English and Polish glosses for the same Latin headwords as Calepino’s, if found in Megiser’s *Thesaurus polyglottus*:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latin headword</th>
<th>English gloss</th>
<th>Polish gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjutor</td>
<td><em>a helper</em></td>
<td>pomocznik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balbutio</td>
<td><em>to maffle, in the mouth</em></td>
<td>zaiakamszie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelys</td>
<td><em>a torteis or-snake</em></td>
<td>szlymak, zabiarka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eminneo</td>
<td><em>to be apparant</em></td>
<td>nadinsze wnoszesie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin headword</td>
<td>English gloss</td>
<td>Polish gloss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurges</td>
<td>a gulfie</td>
<td>gl’ebo koscw wodach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guttus, Gutturnium</td>
<td>a laver or eawer</td>
<td>naliewka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucifer</td>
<td>the day starre</td>
<td>iutrzenka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupanar</td>
<td>a brothels house, a stewes</td>
<td>zamtuz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misereor</td>
<td>to haue pitie or compassion</td>
<td>zalmam, zlito wanie mam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muria</td>
<td>brine</td>
<td>bigos zribi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musicus</td>
<td>a musicien</td>
<td>spiewak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mustum</td>
<td>new wyne</td>
<td>moszt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origanus</td>
<td>[no equivalent]</td>
<td>czyrwona lebiotka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patesco</td>
<td>to Waxe patent or open</td>
<td>otwierãsie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relego</td>
<td>to bannisch</td>
<td>zziemie wiwolacz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vngulla</td>
<td>the hoofe</td>
<td>kopyto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelotypus</td>
<td>a gelose man</td>
<td>zazdrostiwi, zawisni, wmielosci</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. A sample of Megiser’s English and Polish wordlists

As mentioned above, both the Polish and English lexical items are claimed to have been borrowed from Calepino. However, even the minuscule sample in Table 2 proves that Calepino was not the only source of Megiser’s Polish and English wordlists. This is indicated by the Polish glosses for misereor, musicus, mustum, or relego, which are apparently taken from Mączyński’s Lexicon Latino-Polonicum … (1564), the largest Latin-Polish dictionary available at that time. The monumental dictionary of sixteenth-century Polish, Słownik polszczyzny XVI wieku (1966–), will be helpful in establishing the meanings and scope of usage of particular items. For example, Mączyński’s gloss for relego ‘z ziemie wywołać’ (and, hence, Megiser’s ‘zziemie wiwolacz’), having been attested abundantly in sixteenth-century writings, was actually more adequate than Calepino’s.

As for the English equivalents, some are indeed taken from Calepino, whereas in other instances Megiser must have consulted various Latin-English dictionaries.

---

31 In fact, this gloss accompanies Mączyński’s contextual use, In exilium relegare, recorded under Relego in the entry for Legatus.

32 It may be interesting to note that Megiser’s Thesaurus polyglottus was not taken into account by Samuel Bogumił Linde in the compilation of his documentation dictionary of Polish, Słownik języka polskiego (1807–1814). Lewaszkiewicz (1990: 206) suggests that Linde did not know the polyglot dictionary; it seems a plausible hypothesis, unless the lexicographer considered Megister’s Polish wordlist as a crude derivative of Calepino’s.
LEMЕ-based research shows that his equivalent for Lat. *balbutio* ‘to maffle, in the mouth’ is likely to have been taken from dictionaries by Elyot (1538), Huloet (1552), Baret (1574), or Cooper (1584). The potential sources of ‘a musicien’ (Lat. *musicus*), by contrast, encompass dictionaries by Huloet (1552), Florio (1578), Mulcaster (1582), and, in particular, Cooper (1584), who explains the lemma as ‘a singing man’ (cf. Cotgrave’s 1611: *musician* ‘a professor of Musicke’). Sometimes the glosses are copied verbatim, but more frequent are cases when they appear truncated, perhaps in an attempt to save space.

Can we assume that Megiser’s dictionary was used by the British immigrants in Poland? Again, it is rather unlikely. Firstly, contrary to Calepino, the dictionary had only two editions, so it was not widely available. Secondly, the arrangement of the Polish and English equivalents, dispersed throughout the entries, was not particularly user-friendly. Lastly, the dictionary was meant to be a catalogue of the world’s languages for etymological and comparative studies, not a source of Polish or English vocabulary items.

4.3. Georg Henisch’s *Teütsche Sprach und Weisheit. Thesaurus linguae and sapientiae Germanicae* … (1616)

The third polyglot dictionary to pair Polish and English glosses has been given a long and informative title, of which the initial part is in German, and the remaining one in Latin.33 Its author, Georg Henisch (1549–1618), was a learned doctor of medicine and a teacher. Although the volume was marked as *pars prima*, it was never followed by any subsequent part; with a very complex design, the dictionary apparently turned out to be too ambitious and was never completed (Stein 1989a: 61). Consequently, it remains extant in the alphabet range A–G.

The volume has approximately 1,000 pages. The front matter contains a preface and a few laudatory verses. The pages of the dictionary proper are divided into two columns which are numbered from 1 to 1802. The back matter is comprised of an index of German lemmas in four columns, of which only the leftmost and rightmost ones are numbered (from 1803 to 1875). There is no doubt that the “Treasury of the German language and wisdom” was created with a pedagogical aim, which is exhibited by the dictionary’s remarkably rich linguistic material embracing single words, compounds, derivatives, phrases, collocations, idioms, and proverbs (cf. Hüllen 1990: 190). However, upon examination, it becomes clear that Henisch’s meticulous treatment was confined to German as the source language and Latin as the “primary” target language. When it comes to the foreign equivalents, whose arrangement in the entry

33 *Teütsche Sprach vnd Weisheit. Thesaurus linguae and sapientiae Germanicae. In quo vocabula omnia Germanica, tam rara, quam communica, cum suis Synonymis, derivatis, phrasibus, compositis, epithetis, proverbis, anethis, continentur, & Latine ex Optimis quibusq; autoribus redduntur, ita, ut hac nova & perfecta method quillibet cum adplenam utriusque linguae cognitionem, tum rerum prudentiam facile & cito pervenire possit. Adiectae sunt quoque dictionibus pleruq: Anglica, Bohemicae, Gallicae, Graecae, Hebraicae, Hispanicae, Hungaricae, Italicae, Polonicae (1616).*
makes them look like “secondary” target languages, they received far less attention. In other words, different lemmas are glossed with different thoroughness, and some are not provided with any foreign gloss at all.

What is unique about Henisch’s dictionary is that German, not Latin, is the source language. That type of macrostructure was not very frequent at that time. Stein (1985b: 145) suggests that, in order to arrive at the German wordlist, Henisch might have inverted the order of entries borrowed from other authors. A part of a sample entry, in which the lemma Befelch is followed by the sublemma Befehlen, is displayed in Fig. 3 below.

Figure 3. A sample entry from Henisch’s dictionary (see p. 90 for the source)

As can be seen above, in contrast to the entry printed across the column, the equivalents are divided into three subcolumns and their abbreviations are capitalized (ANG. for English / POL. for Polish). This is admittedly a useful typographical device to help the user discern equivalents in dense print, all the more that glosses are sometimes provided not only for lemmas, but also for sublemmas. Compared to Calepino, the order of the foreign vernaculars has been modified; English has now been advanced to the first position, whereas Polish is the last vernacular in the list. It should be noted that Latin equivalents are treated in a different manner: instead of a single gloss, the lexicographer records a string of Latin synonyms, which directly follow the German lemmas and sublemmas.

---

34 Up to ten “secondary” target languages have been taken into account: English, Flemish, Bohemian, French, Greek, Spanish, Hungarian, Italian, and Polish.

35 The first label, usually for English, is preceded by the so-called paragraph sign (¶).
Since German is the source language, the search for the same Latin headwords as in the case of Calepino’s and Megiser’s polyglots turned out to be too difficult. Therefore, Table 3 below shows selected German lemmas with their corresponding English and Polish glosses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>German headword</th>
<th>English gloss</th>
<th>Polish gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Athem</td>
<td>the breath / a breathing</td>
<td>oddech / duch / dech / odetchnienie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barbierer</td>
<td>a barbour</td>
<td>balwierz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Befelch</td>
<td>Commission / charge a commandement</td>
<td>rozkazanie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bettler</td>
<td>a begger</td>
<td>żebrak, choder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buck</td>
<td>mugworte</td>
<td>bilica / czarna y biala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creus</td>
<td>a cresse</td>
<td>krziz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cucumer</td>
<td>a cucumer / a cucumber</td>
<td>ogorek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deuten</td>
<td>to signifie before athing happeneth</td>
<td>przepowiadam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppel</td>
<td>double</td>
<td>dwoisti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dornheck</td>
<td>a bushe of thornes</td>
<td>cziernina wszelyaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eigen</td>
<td>propre</td>
<td>wl’asni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fussfall</td>
<td>praying, requesting</td>
<td>pokorna prozba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gast</td>
<td>he that is called to a bankett or feast</td>
<td>do goszczyny wezwany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gebären</td>
<td>to begette</td>
<td>rodze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gürtel</td>
<td>a girdle</td>
<td>pas, tasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Leibeigen]</td>
<td>a slave that is born in ourawni house</td>
<td>w domu naszim urodzoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Weise Gassen]</td>
<td>a broade streat</td>
<td>ulica / szeroka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. A sample of Henisch’s English and Polish wordlists

One might wonder where Henisch’s equivalents come from. Establishing the origin of the two wordlists without further research is impossible, but the lexicographer definitely drew on Calepino’s vernacular wordlists. *Słownik polszczyzny XVI wieku* (1966–) provides evidence that the Polish items for Buck, Doppel, Dornheck, [Leibeigen] and *weise Gassen* are sublemmas, which is why they go beyond the alphabet range A–G.

---

36 It should be noted that *Leibeigen* and *weise Gassen* are sublemmas, which is why they go beyond the alphabet range A–G.
*Fussfall, Gast,* and *Gürtel* were borrowed from Calepino,\(^{37}\) even though the original glosses were shortened, supposedly to keep the dictionary within practicable limits. One more similarity deserves mention: the lexicographer employs a single prime to mark the Polish diacritic *ł*, as in *własni*, which is a characteristic feature of Calepino’s Polish wordlist. The origin of Henisch’s English wordlist has not been established, but one might assume, by way of analogy, that it is also derivative of Calepino. Interestingly, the inclusion of Flemish as a target language suggests that Henisch resorted to one of Calepino’s eleven-language editions.

Would *Thesaurus linguae and sapientiae Germanicae* have been of any use to the British immigrants in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth? The answer is straightforward. While Calepino’s and Megiser’s polyglot dictionaries could, at least theoretically, have been used to facilitate Polish-English communication, Henisch’s dictionary was targeted primarily at German speakers. Since most of the newcomers from the British Isles are unlikely to have spoken German – the dictionary’s source language – fluently enough to look up Polish or English equivalents, *Teutsche Sprach und Weisheit* was clearly beyond their reach. Furthermore, the fact that the work was unfinished should also be treated as a negative factor.

5. Conclusions

As this study demonstrates, the early beginnings of Polish-English / English-Polish lexicography can indeed be traced back to polyglot dictionaries, three of which were published as early as the sixteenth century. The research, however, posed a genuine challenge, which is somewhat paradoxical, given that both Megiser and Henisch had drawn heavily on Calepino’s foreign wordlists. The main problem is that the lexical material under analysis is roughly comparable, but establishing the scope of affinity has been fraught with difficulty; not only did the lexicographers modify Calepino’s glosses, but they also employed other sources of data. What is more, the Middle Polish and Early Modern English usage respectively had to be checked against extensive documentation material, which made the study both time-consuming and labour-intensive.

Even though the British immigrants in Poland needed bilingual wordbooks, the Polish and English wordlists of the polyglots do not seem to have been targeted specifically at them. More precisely, Calepino’s lists of Polish and English glosses enabled the dictionary to enter the Polish and English markets in order to meet a growing demand for erudite works facilitating Latin-vernacular translation,\(^{38}\) Megiser’s dictionary was intended primarily for comparative linguistic studies,\(^{37}\)

---

\(^{37}\) It is quite likely that the other equivalents were likewise borrowed from Calepino. This, however, cannot be confirmed, because *Słownik polszczyzny XVI wieku*, available in the alphabet range A–Rowny, still awaits completion.

\(^{38}\) To put it differently, the primary aim of the foreign wordlists was to help users render Latin texts into the respective vernaculars. Thanks to the linear arrangement of glosses, mutual translatability (e.g. Polish-English / English-Polish) was also possible, at least to a limited extent.
whereas Henisch addressed his unfinished volume to German speakers. Summing up, both the assumed aims and the envisaged audience made the three polyglot dictionaries unsuitable for practical, everyday purposes.

As is clear from the historical context sketched at the beginning, there is yet much to be done in this research area. Therefore, in the next paper (Podhajecka forthcoming b), I will examine two remaining polyglots published in the Enlightenment, Christoph Warmer’s *Gazophylacium decem linguarum Europaearum…* (1691) and Peter Simon Pallas’ *Linguarum totius orbis vocabularia comparativa…* (1787–1789), to provide readers with a complete picture of the early Polish-English / English-Polish dictionary-making tradition. Interestingly, despite being quite dissimilar in form and contents, the two enterprises share one essential feature: in contrast to their predecessors, neither of them has been based on Calepino.
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